
Few people I meet in Sydney
seem to have full-time jobs of the
old-fashioned nine-to-five kind.
Those I meet - doctors, graphic
designers, teachers, journalists,
sales assistants - often seem to be
part-time, casual, freelance, self-
employed, or on contract.

All the combinations of how to
click into the work world are
played out here. It's a place of
flux and motion, one which
styles itself as a global city and
has more of a global way of
doing things - fast, loose and
transitory - than other
Australian cities.

Many people appear as if
poised for flight - they'll do one
thing for a while, then they'll do
something else, somewhere else.
It is part of the Sydney character
to have half an ear cocked, half a
bag packed, ready for the next.

I meet a freelance animator in
her thirties who says: ''I've
always been able to get work'',
before she acknowledges that
there has always been money for
projects in the 10 years she has
been working.

I meet a subcontracting clown
doctor in a labour-hire web,
hired on a daily rate by a multi-
national that makes chocolates
and donates her services to the
Children's Hospital at Randwick.

And over dinner, she and a
freelance graphic designer, both
women in their forties, talk
about their jobs in the way they

may have talked about men. How
it's good for now, but it's also
insecure. What about when they
are old and grey? Or when times
turn bad? Who will look after
them?

The clown doctor's part-time
work intrudes into the rest of
her life. ''There's emails every
day so you have to follow up - it
seeps in. There are a lot of part-
time employees and you get
emails from them at 10pm and
you think why are they [at work]
so late?''

The designer misses superan-
nuation, but the only jobs she
has been offered have been casu-
al or contract - work that doesn't
include super. She is on the sec-
ond tier of the workforce. ''If I
enjoyed the job and someone
offered me full-time I would
jump at it. Companies want
short-term contractors.''

Workers are not expected to
stay long with one company any
more, and find it easy to leave
because they feel no ties or loyal-
ty. Who is creating this restless-
ness: them or us?

Charles Brass, a former HR
manager at Ford, saw first-hand
the weakening of the manufac-
turing industry and changes to
the industrial landscape. Now he
counsels workers looking for a
change through his company, the
Future of Work Foundation.

''One of the dilemmas of the
modern world is that there are

not enough jobs,'' Brass told me.
''In the 1950s and 1960s the expec-
tation was a promised path. It
was secure, it was stable, it was
permanent and it was pretty well
guaranteed. Now work is much
more contingent: circumstances
dictate.

''Some circumstances are
determined by individuals, so
you now have young people say-
ing, 'Stuff you, I don't want to
work for you', and you now have
employers saying, 'Stuff you, I
don't want you to work for me'.

''The good thing is people can
now construct lives. You are not
locked into something just serv-
ing out time because it's all you
have. The downside clearly is
people find it more and more dif-
ficult to economically survive
because they can't attach them-
selves to work in a way that

attracts lenders of money - and
even renting - because they don't
look stable enough.''

When Brass worked in human
resources, if he saw a résumé
listing more than three employ-
ers, the candidate was unstable.
''Now if you see a résumé with
fewer than seven they are too
boring. It's changed very quickly.
Around two-thirds of people are
in what we used to call full-time
work - still overwhelmingly the
majority, but as a percentage it's
decreasing.''
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Goodbye job security, hello flexibility 


